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Math. Slovaca 27,1977, No. 3, 257—265 

HORIZONTAL STRUCTURES ON FIBRE MANIFOLDS 

ANTON DEKRET 

Libermann, [3], has defined a connection of the first order on a fibre space 
E(B,F,JT) as a global cross-section r:E.-+JlE. In this paper we find some 
properties of this structure. Our consideration are in the category C°°. The standard 
terminology and notations of the theory of jets are used throughout the paper, see 
[2]. 

1. Let VTE denote the fibre bundle of vertical vectors on E(B, F, JI). A tensor 
field o: E—> VTE®T*E will be said to be a v-field. Let A" be a vector field on E. 
Denote by Lx(o) the Lie derivative of o by X. Locally, let (x',ya), z'=l, ..., 
n = dim B, a = 1,..., dim F, be local coordinates on E. Direct evaluation yields for 
the v-field o:(x, y)>-+(ak(x, y)dxk + ba(x, y)dy")®dya and the vector field 
X = a'(x,y)dxl + b"(x,y)dy„: 

(1) Lx(o) = - (aa
kdxk + bW) §f®3* + { (f? «' + 

, 9«* ,<> . „„ 3a' , „ db" dba
 p\ , k 

+Wb +a'dxT + b''dxT~Wk)dX + 

,(nadak,dba
n,db$hY,.adV 

+ {akW+~dx7a+dyib +KW~ 

-^b})df]®dya. 

This immediately gives 

Lemma 1. Let X be a vector field on E. Then the Lie derivative of every v-field 
on E by X is a v-field on E if and only if X is projectable. 

Let a be a f-field, hence o(u)eHorn(TUE, TUEX), JIU = X. If o(u)\TuEx is 
regular for any ueE, then o determines a horizontal distribution of the kernels of 
a(w), i.e. a global cross-section E-+JXE. Denote by x(E) the set of all such 
v-fields on E that o(u)\TuEx = id\TUEX for any ueE. Let TE be the set of all 
cross-sections E-*JlE. There is a one to one correspondence 6: x(E)-*rE, where 
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d(a) is a cross-section E-+JlE determined by the horizontal distribution of the 
kernels of a(u), ueE. 

2. Definition 1. LetT: E-*JXE be a cross-section. The pair (E, T) or the v-field 
d~{(T) = ro will be called an H-structure or a tensor of the H-structure, respec
tively. 

Every 1 - je t T(u) determines an element of Hom(TxB, TUE), nu = x. Thus we 
get a cross-section f: E—> TE(g)T*B. Locally, let (xl, y", ya) be local coordinates 
on JlE. If r : ( j r \ / ) - > ( * ' , / , / = - < ( * * , / ) , then 

ra:(x, y)>->(aa(x, y)dxj + dya)®dya, 
f: (x, y)^dxt®dxl - aa

k(x, y)dxk®dyn . 

By direct evaluation we get 

Lemma 2. Let X be a projectable vector field on E. Then LX(T) is a global 
cross-section E-* VTE(x)T*M and 

(Lxo)(u)= -(Lxt)(u)jz*. 

Let X be a projectable vector field on E and lX be the first prolongation of A' on 
JlE. Let T(E) be the set of all values of the cross-section T:E-*JlE. By [1] 
a projectable field X on E is conjugate with T if T*(X)(h)=lX(h). It is easy to 
prove 

Proposition 1. Let (E, T) be an H-structure. Let X be a projectable vector field 
on E. Then X is conjugate with T if and only if Lx(

ro) = 0. 
Denote by Y the F-lift of a vector field Y on J5. Let Zx, Z^ e TXoB. Let Yx or Y2 

be such a vector field on B that yl(jc0) = Z$ or Y2(xQ) = Z1, respectively. Put 

0(u)(Zx, Z>) = ro(u)([ Yu Y2](u)). 

It is easy to prove that 0(u)(Zx, Zz) does not depend on the choice of the vector 
fields y,, Y2 and that the mapping u*->&(u) determines a global cross-section 

0:E->VTE®A2T*B, 

which will be said to be the curvature field of the //-structure. 
Let T:E-*PE denote the first prolongation of r.E-+JlE, see [4]. In local 

coordinates, if 

T: (x\ yn)^(x\ y\ ya= - aa(xk, / ) ) , 

then 
/ / - | \ r-v . / J ,.a\ _ / „i ..a ..a ,.a ..a Q&k R ^fl k \ 

(2) r : (x ,y )^\x ,y ,yk= -aky y*/=gyf */ ^ 7 J • 

Kolaf, [4], introduced the difference tensor A(X) of an arbitrary semi-holonomic 
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jet X. We recall that if h ePxE, ph = ueE, then A(h) e TUEX(X)A2T*B. Locally, if 
h = (x\ y", y", y"k), then A(h) = y"hk]dx*Adxk®dya. 

In the case of the //-structure (B, T) we obtain a global cross-section 
zl(F '): E—> VTE(X)A2T*B. By the direct evaluation in local coordinates we get 

Proposition 2. Let (E, T) be an H-structure. Then 

(3) 0(u)=-A(T')(u) 

for any ueE. 
By the relation (3) the curvature field 0 of the //-structure (E, T) is the 

curvature of the connection T by Libermann [3]. Relation (3) also gives in the 
comparison the curvature of the differential system T by Prad nes [6]. 

Let X = a'dXi - aa
ka

kdya be the /"-lift of a yector field X on M. Using (1) we have 

(4) i.^.p.p,,.^..-^]^^. 
It immediately yields that the mapping 

X~L*(ro) 

is a linear mapping of the modul D(M) of all vector fields on M to the modul of all 
tensor fields /?-» VTE®T*M. Moreover if the curvature field of (B, r) vanishes, 
then the F-lift X of X is conjugate with T. 

Let weJlE, fiw = u, nu=x. Denote by L(w) the element of TUE®T*M 
determined by w. Then L(w) - L(T(u)) e TUEX®T*XM and determines a 1-jet of 
JX(B, Ex), which we will denote by w — T(u) and call the developement of w into 
Ex by means of T. 

Let v e PE, f5v = u. Then the tensor f(v) = A (v) - A (T'(u)) will be said to be 
the torsion of the 2-jet v. Let Sf\ B-+PE be a global section of PE over B. Let 
(E, T) be an //-structure. Then the threetuple (E, T, &*) will be called the 
5/Z-space. The tensor 

T(x) = A(S>(x))-A(F({5Sf(x))) 

will be said to be the torsion of the 5//-space at xeB. 
Remark. The second prolongation of the section S:B—>E gives a holonomic 

section S(2):B-+PE and determines the 5//-space (E,T,S(2)), the torsion of 
which has the property 

(5) t(x) = e(S(x)). 

3. Let us compare our consideration with the theory of connections. Let 0 be 
a Lie grupoid of the operators on a fibre bundle E(B, F, n). Let a, b be the 
projections of <P and let lxe& denote the unit over xeB. Let us recall (see [5]) 
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that the connection (of the first order) on <P is a global cross-section 
C: B—> | J Qx, where Qx denotes the set of all such elements heJx

x{a~x{x), b, B) 
x e B 

that Ph = \x. 
Let Cbe a connection on <P, C{x) = jx

xrj. Let veJx
xE, v =jx

x%. We recall that 

(6) C-\x)(v) = }'Ar}-\z)[Hz)]]eJ\B, E„) 

is the developement of v into Ex by means of C and analogously if weJ]E, 
w=jx

x%, then 

(7) C'-x{x){w) = Cx{x)[jx
xc-x{z){^{z))}eJ2{B,Ex) 

is the developement of w into Ex by means of C. 
Let we£ , JTU=X, C{x)=jx

xrj. Using the diffeomorphism rj{z):Ex-*Ez put 

(8) c r ( W )= / : [z^ / / (z ) ( l / ) ]eJ^ . 

It is easy to see that the mapping u*-*cT{u) determines a global cross-section 
CT: E-+JlE. The //-structure {E, CT) will be said to be the representative of the 
connection C on E. 

Denote by U the domain of the local cross-section 77. We have a mapping /: 
JZ-{{U)-+EX determined by /z—>//_,(z)(/z), jth = z. Let dCu be the differential of/ 
at ueE, JTU = X. 

Proposition 3. Let C be a connection on 0. Then 

(9) dCu =
 co{u), ueE, 

where co denotes the tensor of the H-structure {E, CT). 
Proof. Since pC{x) = lx, dCu\Tu{Ex) = \d\Tu{Ex). Let YeHuczTu{E), where 

Hu is the subspace determined by cT{u). Then dCu{Y) = 0. It proves our 
assertion. 

Lemma 3. Let v eJl
xE, fiv = u. Then 

(10) L{C-\x){w)) = L{v)-L{cr{u)). 

Proof. It is easy to see that L{v)-L{cT{u)) = co{u)L{v) and that dCu 

L{v) = L{C~l{x){v)). Then the relation (9) completes our proof. 
Using Lemma 3 the following assertion can be proved by direct evaluation in 

local coordinates. 

Proposition 4. Let wePE, (iw = u, JIU = X. Then 

(11) i(w) = AC-\x)(w). 

Let P{B, G, p) be a principal fibre bundle and let E{B, F, n) be a fibre bundle 
associated with P. Let <P = PP~l be the grupoid associated with P. Let us recall that 
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0 = (PXP)\G, (hxg, h2g)-(hx, h2); if */ = (/*„ h2)e <P, then a§ = ph2, b& = phx', 
if #, = (A,, h2) and #2 = (A3- h4), then the composition #,#2 is defined if and only if 
h^ = h2 and &x&2 = (hx, h4). Let us also recall that & = PP~l is a grupoid of 
operators on E(B, F, JZ). Let C be a connection on 0 and let T: P—>/'P be the 
representative of C on P. It is known that T(hg) = T(h)g (i.e. /"is a connection on 
P). Hence the tensor ro of the //-structure (P, T) is equivariant, i.e. if Ye ThP is 
generated by Ye^ (<$ denotes the Lie algebra of G) and ro(X)= Y, then 
ro((Rq)*X) = Ad g~l(Y). Let heP, p(h) = x. Denote by h the map PX^>G, 
h(q) = h(hg) = g. Let g? be the canonical form of the connection T. Then 
(p(h) e ^®TtP ^nd 

(12) cp(h) = h*ro(h). 

Let fl be the curvature form of the connection Fon P, denote by Q(h) the element 
of ^®A2F*M determined by Q at /zeP, ph=x. 

Proposition 5. Let 0 be the curvature field of the H-structure (P, T) determined 
by the connection T on P. Let Q be the curvature form of F. Then 

(13) h*0(h)=-Q(h). 

Proof. Let X, Y be the F-lifts of vector fields X, Y on B. Using (12), the 
definitions of Q and 0 yield 

Q(h)(X, Y)= -<p([X, Y](h))= -h*ro(h)[X, Y] = 
= -h*0(h)(X, Y)QED. 

Denote by (E, f) the //-structure, which is the representative of the connection 
C on E. Every heP, ph=x, determines a mapping ft:P-+a~l(x)cz<t), 
h(q) = (q, h). Analogously denote by u: a~\x)-*E the map #-»#(*/), ueEx. 
Therefore uh: P-^E is a fibre morphism from P to E. Let (uh)' :JlP-*JlE 
denote the prolongation of the map uh. It is easy to see that the diagram 

(14) P — - • E 

n if 
r p _ ^ _ * r E 

is commutative. Let (uh)* denote the differential of uh at he P. Using (14) we 
obtain 

Proposition 6. Let ro or ro be the tensor field of the (E, t), or (P, T), 
respectively. Then 

(15) (uh)*ro(h)(X) = rd(uh)*(X), XeTh(P). 
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Proposition 7. Let hePx, ueEx. Let 0 be the curvature field of the H-structure 
(E, f). Then 

(16) 0(u) = (uh)*0(h). 

Remark . Let Gx be the isotropy group of <f> over xeB and let ^ r be its Lie 
algebra. Let hePx. Denote by /z* the differential of the mapping h: C->GV, 
h(g) = [hg, h] = fte@, at eeG, where e denotes the unit of G. Let Q be the 
curvature form* A the connection F on P which is the representative of the 
connection C Ir [5] Kolaf has introduced the curvature form of the connection C 
at x e B by 

Q(x) = h* Q(h), 

where the dot denotes the composition of mappings, and also introduced 
a generalized space with connection as a quadruple y=5(P(H , G), F, C, r\), 
where t): B—> Eis a global cross-section. Let ueEx. Let u* denote the differential 
of mapping u: GX->EX, u(vx) = &(u), at lxeGx. Then the form 

T(X) = (T](X))*&(X) 

is called by Kolaf the torsion form of the generalized space 6f with connection at 
xeB. The relations (13) and (16) give 

(17) 0 ( r / ( x ) ) = - r ( * ) . 

Moreover the generalized space 3?(P(B, G), F, C, t]) with connection determines 
the 5H-space (E, cf, rj(2)). Let f(x) be the torsion of this SH space. Then 
comparing (5) with (17) we get 

f (x)= - T(X). 

4. Let us consider the special case of a vector bundle E(B, JT). Denote by V the 
Liouville field on E determined by the 1-parametric group of all homothetics on E. 
Locally, V=yadya. A v-field o on E will be said to be ^-homogeneous, if 
LyO = ko. 

Lemma 4. Locally let o = (aj(x
i,yp)dxj+ ba(cl,y^)dyY)®dya. Then o is 

k-homogeneous if and only if ar- or ba are homogeneous functions of the degree 
k + \ or k with respect to variables yp. 
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Proof. Relation (1) gives 

(18) Lvo=[0y>-al)dxk+^y*dy>'\®dya. 

This proves our assertion. 

Proposition 8. Let (E, T) be an H-structure. Then ro is O-homogeneous if and 
only if the Liouville field V is conjugate with T. 

Proof. In the case of the tensor field ro of the //-structure we have 

(19) Ьу

го = ЏҐ-ĄV+BУ*' ®дyа. 

Using proposition 1, relation (19) and Lemma 4 complete our assertion. 
Let X be the F-lift of a field X on B. Then 

(Lv

ro)(X) = [V,X\. 

This gives 

Proposition 9. The tensor field ro of the H-structure (E, T) is O-homogeneous 
if and only if [ V, X] = 0 for every vector field X on B. 

Let (E, T) be an //-structure, Z be a vertical field on E. Then F*(Z) is a vector 
field on the submanifold T(E). The values of T*(Z) are vertical tangent vectors on 
the vector bundle JlE over B. Let /: TU(JXE)-*J\E be the canonical identification. 
Then u—>i-r*(Z(u)) determines a mapping t,:E-*JxE. Locally, 
Z = ba(x'9y

fi)dya and 

(x',y-)Л(x',ba(x',ye),Џb^ 
dy" 

therefore £ is a global cross-section of JlE over E if and only if Z = V. In this case 
denote by (E, V(T)) the //-structure determined by £. Locally 

(20) ^o=(dy+Џyedx')gßya. 

Proposition 10. Let (E, v) be an //-structure. Then 

(21) (Lv(
ro))(u) = (r(u)-V(0(u))Ji*. 

Proof, f: (x', ya)<^dx'®dxi-aj(x, y)dx'®dya, 

dal 
V(Г): (x1, ya)^dx'®òXi - ÿ r yedxJ®дya. 

Using (19) we get (21). 
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Corollary. An H-structure (/?, T) is O-homogeneous if and only if T= V{T). 
Remark. As it is well known, the //-structure (£\ T) is a connection on E if and 

only if the cross-section T: E-*JlEis a vector bundle morphism over B. Locally, T 
is a connection on E if and only if a" = r^(x)yl\ Hence the Liouville field V is 
conjugate with every connection on E. 

Further, if (E, 7") is an //-structure and e: B-+E is a global cross-section, then, 
using the identifications I: Ex—> Tf(x)Ex. i: Tr{Hx))J[E-*JlE, we get the mapping 

r(x)=ir*-j 

from Ex to J\E. It is easy to see that F isa connection on E. Locally, if the 
functions a"(xy y) determine the //-structure (E, K), then the functions 

дď-(x\ є*(xk)) , 
дy* y 

détermine the connection P. 
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ГOPИЗOHTAЛЬHЫE CTPУKTУPЫ 
HA PACCЛOEHHЫX ПPOCTPAHCTBAX 

AнтoнДeкpeт 

Peзюмe 

Пycть E paccлoeннoe пpocтpaнcтвo. Гopизoнтaльнaя cтpyктypa или oбoбщeннaя cвязaнocть 
этo ceчeниe F: E^ГE paccлoeния JlE. B cтaтьe oпpeдeлeнo пoлe и фopмa кpивизны гopизoн 
ŕaльнoй cтpyктypы. Пoльзyяcь тeopиeй cтpyeй нaидeн джeт-вид фopмы кpивизны. Oбocнoвaны 
нeкoтopыe cвoйcтвa пpoизвoднoй Ли пoля гopизoнтaльнoй cтpyктypы. Cпeциaльнo иcлeдoвaны 
гopизoнтaльныe cтpyктypы нa вeктopныx paccлoeнныx пpocтpaнcтвax. Peзyльтaты coeдинeны 
c пoлeм и фopмoй кpивизны гopизoнтaльнoй cтpyктypы cpaвнeны c тeopиeй cвязнocти нa глaвнoм 
paccлoeннoм пpocтpaнcтвe и пpocтpaнcтвax accoцииpoвaнныx c этим пpocтpaнcтвoм. 
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